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PRAYERS 

 

COMMUNICATION FROM THE CHAIR 

The Speaker (Hon. David Kiplagat): Honourable Senator, Honourable Members; pursuant to 

Standing Order No. 21 which provides that the Hon. Speaker may in consultation with the 

Leader of Majority and the Leader of the Minority Party, allow the Senator of the County or 

visiting Governor or other dignitaries to address the County Assembly on such occasions as may 

be appropriate. 

Hon. Members, we are honoured to have our Honourable Senator today; I wish to take this 

opportunity to welcome Hon. Prof. Margaret Kamar, Senator Uasin Gishu County to address this 

Honourable Assembly. Welcome. 

SENATOR’S ADDRESS 

Hon. Prof. Margaret Kamar (Senator Uasin Gishu County): Leader of Majority, the Deputy 

Speaker; Hon. Hosea Lamai, Leader of Majority, Leader of Minority, chairpersons of all 

committees, our Whips and Members of the Assembly, it gives me a lot of pleasure to address 

this great Assembly as the second elected Senator of Uasin Gishu County. 

(Applause) 

Mr. Speaker, I want to thank you most sincerely for welcoming me to come and address this 

Assembly before you go for your first recess. I know I was supposed to have come during the 

opening of the Assembly but we had our Senate induction session, and I did request that I get an 

opportunity before and for this I am very grateful.  

Mr. Speaker, may I take this opportunity to congratulate you for your election as the Speaker of 

this House. Your election is indeed a clear affirmation of the trust that the Members have in you. 

Your commitment therefore and impartial dedication in serving this Assembly will leave a 

lasting legacy and precedent for the future. 

Mr. Speaker, may I also congratulate all Members of the County Assembly for their outstanding 

and tireless campaign during the electioneering period in 2017 and for the success that they 

received. Congratulations one and all. 

(Applause) 

Mr. Speaker, I happened to have been campaigning with these Members and I know what they 

went through. I really give them a hearty congratulation for becoming the winners at the end of 

the day. 



(Applause) 

Mr. Speaker and Honourable Members, I have no doubt that your manifesto and appeal to the 

people of Uasin Gishu emboldened them to elect you, Honourable MCAs, as their choice of 

leadership. Your appeal to the people of Uasin Gishu has earned you the favour and privilege to 

represent them in this august House in the County of Uasin Gishu. Your diligence and 

commitment to service in ensuring that their aspiration is realized through a visible, measurable 

and sustainable socio-economic and infrastructural development record, will therefore be the 

only reward you can give them. As I addressed those who campaigned, I am also aware of the 

Honourable Members who were nominated, who must give the same measure of commitment to 

the people of Uasin Gishu County. 

(Applause) 

On that note, the Speaker and Honourable Members, having also won overwhelmingly as your 

Senator, I look forward to working very closely with you to ensure that we not only deliver our 

promises to the people of Uasin Gishu but we also create a very conducive environment for 

development in the County. 

(Applause) 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, and Honourable Members, may I take this opportunity to reiterate the role of 

Senate as stipulated in the Constitution of Kenya 2010, Article 96 (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). 

The above sums up the roles as representation of counties and serving to protect the interests of 

their governments; law making, approving Bills concerning counties, determining allocation of 

national revenue between the national and the County governments, as well as determining 

allocation between counties and finally, we also participate in oversight.  

In representing counties and the county governments, it is worth noting, Honourable Speaker and 

Honourable Members, that the County Government as per Article 176 (i) consists of both the 

County Assembly and the County Executive, which implies that a Senator must represent the 

interest of both arms of the County Government; that is the County Assembly and the County 

Executive. Meaning, that is the middle point between the two arms of government. 

On that note, as the Senator of Uasin Gishu County I want to assure you of my full and 

unwavering commitment towards the roles that my office has been provided as mandated in the 

Constitution of Kenya. It is with this in mind, Mr. Speaker and Honourable Members, that I 

would like to appeal that unity of purpose will be my call, responsibility, accountability and 

respect for each arm of government will be my goal for my purposes of fulfilling a mandate we 

have been given by the Constitution of Kenya. 

Mr. Speaker and Honourable Members, your role as Members of the County Assembly 

Honourable MCAs is central and paramount to the implementation of devolution as outlined in 

Article 185 of the Constitution. It is worth noting that both the Senate and the County 

Assemblies have a lot in common in their role of representation, legislation and oversight. 

Consequently, it is on these shared responsibilities that I would like to welcome very close 

working relationship with the Assembly to ensure that the people of Uasin Gishu receive the best 

services and get value for their money. 

(Applause) 



Mr. Speaker and Honourable Members, we are all aware that this week is the Devolution Week. 

It is the devolution week because it is normally the week that precedes the Council of Governors 

conference and we know that the Council of Governors conference also includes the summit 

between the governors and the Presidency. This is a very important week for us and it is time--- I 

was very happy that I had this opportunity to be here because it is a time when we must reflect 

and ask ourselves where we have come from as a County and where we are going and I will be 

touching on that a little bit later.  

Mr. Speaker and Honourable Members, as outlined by our own Governor during his maiden 

speech to this County Assembly, many strides have been made in the past five years in the 

development of the County of Uasin Gishu, yet a lot still has to be achieved. He articulated that 

for the next five years, he would like to give priority and focus in improving productivity in 

Agriculture, just to pick one paragraph; ‘Agriculture, Fisheries and Livestock.’ He also talked of 

the provision of water and health services to the residents of Uasin Gishu. He further committed 

himself to making the agricultural machinery services a County Parastatal.  

In this regard, he envisaged the reinforcement of existing programmes in agricultural promotion 

and support of agro-processing initiatives to value addition and enlarging the cooperative 

movement and trade by providing loans and I think he quoted 5 per cent. These are laudable 

initiatives, but how will they be implemented? We can only implement them if there is a nexus 

between the Executive and the Assembly. This agenda that comes from the Executive is 

expected also to be embedded in the County Integrated Development Plan (CIDP) and the 

County Annual Plan. It will therefore be expected that as representatives of the people, you as 

Honourable MCAs will familiarize yourselves with these two plans: the CIDP and the Annual 

Plan in order to monitor implementation under your oversight role. It will be great to see how the 

role of representation and law-making can unpack the speech that we received from the 

Governor to an actionable, implementable document. 

It will be of great importance therefore for us to familiarize ourselves also with the commitments 

that the executive has put forward, and we need to seek vivid understanding of the role of the 

County Assembly in the implementation of the statement that has been outlined.  

Mr. Speaker and Honourable Members, the functions of the County Government have been 

articulated in the Fourth Schedule of the Constitution of Kenya. The Constitution should be your 

friend as a new Member of the County Assembly, because it provides what we should be doing 

in this August House and it also shows the way; how to do it. I will mention one or two. 

Honourable Members, Mr. Speaker, oversight is a very important role. When a document has 

been presented by the Executive, it is very important for the Honourable Members to know how 

to process the implementation of any promise that has been given. As I quoted the statement that 

was made by the Governor, some of what must be implemented - and I give an example of 

converting the agricultural mechanization services into a County Parastatal - some of those will 

require a legal framework. That legal framework must come from you. So in all statement that 

have been made, it is very important that our committees go down to unpack and see what 

actually requires law making, what requires simple representation; and when I say a simple 

representation, it means a promise has been made to the people of Uasin Gishu and it is your role 

as the representatives of those people to ensure that it has been implemented according to what 

has been given. 



Mr. Speaker and Honourable Members, let me say a little about oversight because oversight has 

become a challenge in the last five years. Oversight is not witch-hunting; oversight is a smooth 

process of ensuring that things are done according to plan and to the satisfaction of the 

constituents. Because a promise if placed before the people and once it has been placed before 

the people, somebody must watch. I always say, Mr. Speaker, that oversight is like having an 

internal auditor in your own company. If you have your internal auditor, your internal auditor 

does not necessarily fight with you. The job of your internal auditor is to correct you if you are 

not implementing the things that you have planned or outlined to do. So that when we talk of the 

role of oversight which has caused - and I am raising this Mr. Speaker because this has caused - a 

lot of animosity in the last five years between assemblies and the executive. I want to tell you 

that this is just a process, and putting the Executive to account is a very descent responsibility 

protected in law, but it should never be misused or misunderstood.  

The last five years, I happened to have been a consultant of the Senate, the Council of Governors 

and even MCAs, and some of the headache that we had was because of this misunderstanding of 

what oversight is. Oversight is premised on the CIDP; what exactly has been promised to the 

people and how is it going to be implemented. The implementation of any promise that has been 

given does not necessarily lie only in the Executive. It also lies in this August House because if 

as a case we came across during the five years; if a Governor makes a statement that he must 

protect the environment and he is going to ban logging of forests, because that was a real case; 

and then the person who has been given the license to cut the trees goes to Court, It is obvious 

that the person who has the license will win. But how would a Legislative Assembly protect the 

actions of their governor? There is an Article in the Constitution that allows you, in fact in 

schedule four; natural resource management is the docket of the County. It is possible for the 

Assembly to come with a law that protects the natural resources within their own docket because 

you cannot go to Court unless something has been broken. Neither can you make a statement to 

bar somebody from doing anything when you have no law that the same person will break. So it 

is so important that we get to see the link between the statements that come out of the Executive, 

the actions of the Executive, the CIDP which is the mother document of development in the 

County and the role of the County Assembly. 

This is very important because negative competition between the Executive and the Assembly 

will never take us far. What I want to congratulate the former Assembly of Uasin Gishu County 

is that we did not see that much negative competition between them and the Executive. So, for 

that I say congratulations for those of you who were in the House and even those who left this 

House. It is very important that each arm of government plays its role; the Executive must play 

their role and the Assembly must play its role. What I was impressed about was a statement that 

was made also by the governor that he is expecting performance from the Assembly. I thought 

that was an excellent statement so that you do not blame the governor if we do not perform as 

law makers. But our laws must be protective, must be used to implement any action that we have 

and that our oversight can only be used for the benefit of the people that we serve. 

It is therefore very important that each arm of government plays their role; we all therefore also 

must cultivate a culture of mutual respect and harmony, because joint effort is an ingredient to 

success in service delivery and in particularly what we are doing. As legislators we cannot talk of 

fulfilling anything on our own.  

Mr. Speaker, Honorable Members, let it be known that the Constitution has also provided for the 

presence of the public in oversight. The Constitution has provided for public hearings and public 



participation to ensure a people-driven development agenda. Public hearings and public 

participations are extremely important tools that have been provided for in our Constitution. 

Mr. Speaker, I would like to implore our Honourable Members that they find it necessary to be 

part of public participation; they are part of public hearing. According to the Constitution of 

Kenya, public hearings must be done for any law that is being made for the people of this 

Country. It is very important that real public hearing is done. We have had also challenges in that 

public hearing in some cases has become a town hall hearing and for you to enter the town hall, 

you must have been invited, and because you have been invited you will be given some 

transport, and because you have been invited and you are going to be given some transport, tell 

me, who is going to go against what has been placed before them? This is an observation that I 

made as I trained across the Country not necessarily here but it is very important that when we 

talk of public hearing we are talking of proper public hearing. Now, in the budget process, public 

hearing has been provided for. It has been provided for because as leaders we have no right to 

tell the people of Ziwa that we are going to spend money in their Ward to put a bridge when they 

actually want water.  

(Applause) 

It is important that the people tell you exactly what they want. Or you go to Megun and you are 

telling people we want to give water and yet they have spent their own money drilling boreholes 

for themselves. It is therefore extremely important that, Honourable Members, you take keen 

interest of what a public participation is. And when public participation is on, I want to 

encourage each one of you to be present. Let that be the one baraza that you will not miss in 

your Ward or in any Ward because we also know that the Honourable members who are 

nominated have interest. If there is a discussion about how funding for women and youth is 

going to take place, I do expect that Honourable Members will be there. Let it not be discussed 

just by the public but the leadership will be there. Public hearing has been used not just in this 

County but in quite a number of counties to shape the direction of the budget. If you actually 

undertake proper public hearing sessions especially when you are developing your CIDP, there 

will be a very harmonious relationship between the Executive and the Assembly. Why? It is 

because you will have developed a CIDP that all of you believe in, you will have inputted 

everything that you believe in and the people will have participated and said exactly what they 

want to do in year one, year two, up to year five. Once that document is out, that is the document 

to watch because your budget must emanate from the same document and your budget when it 

goes back to public hearing, you will be talking to the same people about what you had put in the 

CIDP. 

May I therefore, Mr. Speaker, persuade our Honourable Members that public hearing on the 

CIDP is one of the greatest responsibilities you must take seriously as an Assembly. 

(Applause) 

Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members, in our representation role, a role that we share between the 

Senate and the Assembly, we must ensure that the views of all people: men, women and special 

interest categories are taken care of; be they youth, be they PWDs, and when I say all we mean 

all. The Constitution of Kenya in the Bill of Rights has articulated rights for everybody: rights to 

health, rights to education and if a person with disability tries to access education and cannot 

access because there is no ramp, we will have failed as leaders. It is very important that we put 

this emphasis because if our leadership will be anchored on the Constitution itself, on the right of 



the Kenyan, then we will make progress in the development of our people. So as representatives 

again I implore you that we must represent everybody; sometimes when we say everybody, 

people quickly think of ethnic groups and gender groups. But I am saying everybody - children 

must be represented, and we must see in our budget the benefits that go to the children, the 

youth, PWDs, women and our men, and farmers in Uasin Gishu. It is very important because 

devolution; and I say, this week is the week of devolution, and our theme last year was 

‘Devolution making a difference.’ If by now devolution has not made a difference to a certain 

group in our County, we need to start paying attention to that group. Because the difference that 

devolution was supposed to make was that resources were supposed to come down to the ground 

and when the resources come to the ground, they were supposed to be distributed equitably to all 

clusters of people; be they young, be they old, men, women and so forth.  

I am very delighted that in the agenda that has been put forward by the Executive, we have water 

for women. Because I have asked myself for a long time, if there was equity, then there should 

be turns on who goes to the river to bring water. 

(Applause) 

So that if a woman goes this morning, at lunch time a man goes and the youth goes in the 

afternoon. What does it tell you? It tells you that if you our budget does not solve that problem, 

one gender continues to suffer. The same thing when it comes to youth; does our budget reflect 

the situation we are in currently? Where we are saying the majority of our youth are not 

employed. If a solution in Uasin Gishu County is to ensure that youth get loans at five per cent, 

what is the role of this Assembly? 

Honourable Members, your role will be to ensure that all kinds of people in your jurisdiction, 

whether it is a Ward or your interest group as a youth are taken care of so that our budget touches 

everybody. Because the intention of the New Constitution as far as devolution was concerned, is 

that every Kenyan must benefit from their own tax. Gone are the days when we thought 

government money as belonging to the government; we are the government, and the money that 

is being distributed in CDF is tax that is paid by everybody. That affects quite a number of 

things, you will come across bursaries that are being given on the ground, and you came from 

there, you have heard occasions when there are so many complaints on how distribution of 

bursaries is being done. You are the representative of the people; you are the watchman of the 

people. You must ensure that everybody is treated equally and that is why treatment of all people 

equally is very important as a representative of the people. So, in our representative role, please 

let us ensure that the views of all people are taken care of and in implementation everybody is 

taken care of. 

This therefore, Honourable Members, calls for very serious participation by Honourable 

Members in all stages whether of development, whether of development, whether it is public 

participation, whether it is debating and passing of Bills in the House, plans and passing policies 

in this House, your participation is very crucial for the success of implementation of anything, 

and that again has been provided for in the Constitution. If you read the Constitution, it demands 

that the Executive must bring plans and policies for your approval. It is time you started yourself, 

when is the first quarter? You have a very long stretch of campaigning and electioneering and 

now you are back to work and we need to ask ourselves, when is the next report coming in so 

that we debate? It is also important that Honourable Members sensitize the public to take public 

participation and public hearing seriously; I have mentioned that. 



Mr. Speaker, as I conclude let me once more reiterate that there is good overlap between the 

roles of the County Assembly and the Senate. The legislative conference that was initiated by the 

11
th

 Parliament or the first Senate, was a step in the right direction as it brings together MCAs 

and Senators at the National level with a view to sharing common challenges and successes in 

law making. This is for the purpose of effective performance of County Governments in the 

purposes that have been outlined for them. We do not however as Uasin Gishu have to wait for 

the national conference to discuss our own issues. I want to commit myself to avail time for any 

agenda that our Honourable MCAs would like to discuss with me, anything that will help us 

fulfill our mandate; I will be very willing to come back and discuss with you. This should 

include and not be limited to charting our legislative agenda to cover the Schedule four functions 

for any other issue that we would like to discuss. I will be very happy to be part of that.  

Mr. Speaker, I have said oversight is not witch-hunting; it is also important that we also 

sometimes compliment. We have just finished in Parliament looking at analyzing the budget 

implementation of the year 2016/2017. There are a few issues I would like to mention. First I 

would like to congratulate our County because we have been noted in the report of the Controller 

of Budget, you have been one of those who submitted our quarterly reports on time, and 

according to the PFM Act, 2012; this we must compliment. I think it is very important that we 

do.  

There are still challenges that we are faced with and I want to mention one of them. One of the 

challenges that we have as a County not just the Executive but as a County is expenditure on 

personnel emolument. I know because I was involved in, again as a consultant with the 

Transition Authority. We have had problems with staff that belong to the County Council, then 

we had staff that were posted by the Transition Authority and then we have had the Executive 

coming in; as a Governor comes in they must employ people. 

Uasin Gishu at the moment is at 42.9 percent on personal emoluments; that is on salaries. What 

the Constitution demands of us is that we spend 70 per cent on development and 30 per cent in 

salaries. 

Mr. Speaker, maybe as an Assembly we should be the first ones to start looking at those and see 

how we can harmonize employment because we are raising the same in Senate and you will be 

hearing us discussing this, because unless we have development, we will not have an impact on 

the ground. The issue of employment should never worry us, because if you spend more money 

on development then you will create more jobs.  

(Applause) 

But if you use your money directly to employ people, then you will employ less. But you will 

actually employ more when you develop more because any development will carry with it a 

good number. So, we will be working together with this Assembly and the Executive to see to it 

that Uasin Gishu comes to that level where we can actually spend 70 percent in development.  

(Applause) 

We know one of the issues that should actually be looked by our County Public Service Board 

should be to establish optional ways of staffing, maybe a staffing structure that reduces the 

amount of money that you are spending. But better still and there is one option that we must all 

look at because it is going to affect all of us. This is the collection of revenue. 

(Applause) 



If we collect more revenue, it means we will have more money and we might as well attain our 

70 percent without necessarily sacking anybody. So, my appeal to the Executive even from this 

August House is that we can we all look at ways in which we can maximize in the collection of 

revenue.  

From the same report, we noted that we were not able to achieve what we had targeted; we were 

about 60 percent, which means there is this window of 40 percent that the Executive had seen 

initially. I would like this House to support the Executive on that because if Uasin Gishu collects 

more, we will attain our 70 percent in the next two years and you will be very proud leaders in 

this County.  

As I end ,Mr. Speaker and Honourable Members, I want to wish you all five years of success, 

good health and abundant blessings. May God bless you richly (Applause) and a very Merry 

Christmas and a Blessed New Year. I know you are winding up today. God bless. 

(Applause) 

PAPERS LAID 

THE SENATOR’S ADDRESS TO THE COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

Mr. Speaker: Yes, Bwana DS (Deputy Speaker), Honourable Lamai! 

Hon. Hosea: Thank you, Honourable Speaker. Allow me to table Papers on the Senator’s 

address to the County Assembly.  

Thank you, Honourable Speaker. 

(Honourable Hosea Lamai laid Papers on the Table) 

Mr. Speaker: Clerk! 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

RECORDING OF COUNTY ASSEMBLY THANKS FOR EXPOSITION OF PUBLIC POLICY CONTAINED IN 

THE ADDRESS OF THE SENATOR 

(Hon Hosea Korir Lamai, Deputy Speaker) 

Mr. Speaker: Honourable Lamai, the Deputy Speaker! 

Hon. Hosea: Thank you once again, Honourable Speaker. Allow me to give notice of the 

Motion: 

That the thanks of the County Assembly be recorded for the exposition of the public policy 

contained in the address of the Senator.  

Thank you, Honourable Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Lamai, for that. Thank you, Honourable Senator, for 

giving us such a wonderful address.  

ADJOURNMENT 



Mr. Speaker: At this juncture, Pursuant to Standing Order No.25 and Uasin Gishu County 

Assembly’s calendar as stipulated: That this Honourable House do adjourn for a long recess of 

67days till Tuesday 13
th

 February 2018. 

Honourable Members, may I take this opportunity to wish you a Merry Christmas and a 

Prosperous New Year 2018.  

This House stands adjourned. 

The House rose at 4:04PM 

 


